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By Chris Vivlamore

Vivlamore reporting from Athens.

The Hawks held their final practice on the campus of the University of Georgia and boarded a bus back to Atlanta Thursday.

All 20 players participated in drills. Lou Williams (torn ACL) continues his rehab and did not take part in five-on-five drills and
scrimmages. I didn't get to see much scrimmage work but there were a lot of different groupings. It didn't appear they were
running set units against set units.

The Hawks will be off on Friday. The team's open practice will be Saturday at Philips Arena. The event is free. Doors open at
4 p.m. for the 5 p.m. start. I will have more on the event in a blog/story tomorrow. Coach Mike Budenholzer said it will be
primarily a scrimmage. The players will warm up and then take to the court in a game. It should give fans an early opportunity
to see lineups and rotations.

Look for my story on DeMarre Carroll and his role in the starting lineup later today on myajc.com.
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Posted by Jerry916 at 5:09 p.m. Oct. 3, 2013
Report Abuse

Let's go Hawks!!!

Posted by TreeRollins at 5:42 p.m. Oct. 3, 2013
Report Abuse

Does anybody have a clue what Danny Ferry's strategy is for this season? Is it to play for a lottery draft pick next year? It's
obviously not to have a winning team in IMHO.

Posted by KeyserSoze at 6:48 p.m. Oct. 3, 2013
Report Abuse

" I know some won't agree with me, 
but rim protection is not just blocking shots. 
It's knocking people on their butts who come into the lane too often. 
Having extra bodies that can play allows more fouls to be given "
-wordsmithtom-

Co-Sign / Agreed / Affirm / Advocate / Ratify / Endorse / Acknowledge:
Zaza / Reggie Evans / Laimbeer, Mahorn = Bruise Brothers / Pistons / Bad Boys;
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*"`Enforcer`"*

Posted by RodfromCollegePark at 6:59 p.m. Oct. 3, 2013
Report Abuse

" I know some won't agree with me, 
but rim protection is not just blocking shots. 
It's knocking people on their butts who come into the lane too often." 

Agreed also. The last time I saw Al do eith one was when he hurt TJ Ford. 

Posted by Kensdobs at 7:03 p.m. Oct. 3, 2013
Report Abuse

http://network.yardbarker.com/all_sports/article_external/atlanta_hawks_2013_14_player_profile_jeff_teague/14683223

HAWK FANS-Here's an article that backs up what I said earlier about the negative effect JSmith's attitude, demeanor,
selfishness & immaturity had on the team, as well as a certain PG in particular. This certainly explains why Ferry & coach
Bud didn't bother to resign him. 

For all we know, Ferry made every attempt to trade him, but couldn't get any value in return, maybe due to teams knowing the
Hawks didn't want him back. His skills, versatility & inflated stats obviously weren't enough to get any team, other than the
Pistons, to overlook his immaturity, selfish attitude, & expectations for a max contract. 

It looks like we'll have more than just 1 starting Big, Horford & Milsap, that's capable of running pick rolls. We'll also have at
least 3-4 off the bench, Scott, Brand & Ayon, & maybe Antic. Last yr we only had 3, Horford, Scott & Ivan. This yr we'll at least
double that number.

Posted by RodfromCollegePark at 8:10 p.m. Oct. 3, 2013
Report Abuse

"http://network.yardbarker.com/all_sports/article_external/atlanta_hawks_2013_14_player_profile_jeff_teague/14683223" 

I challenge any of you clowns who keep posting this article to find any previous Hawks player, beatwriter or coach who will
validate these claims. Look at the writers picture and that should explain everything. Never heard any ex-hawks players,
coaches or beatwriters discuss any of these thing but some writer who we have never heard of , who looks like he might be
21 years old has all this inside info? LOL

Posted by KeyserSoze at 10:25 p.m. Oct. 3, 2013
Report Abuse

I will agree with Rod;
as I read the article, I noticed an absence of quotes from Jeff.

While the allegations may or may not be true;
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it seems to be observation or conjecture.

However:
1) As I stated yesterday, it was reported and observed by [me]
that Josh did not run the P & R.
It was reported that Josh did not like to catch the ball on the move in traffic,
preferring to post up.
Also I`ve yet to see Josh set an effective screen.

2) Josh was guity of waving off Jeff preferring to dribble downcourt
rather than outlet the ball.
That`s purely a fact - no conjecture.
____________________________________________________________________

Still:
The article contains no quotes from Jeff, or anyone else for that matter.
I re-read the article.
The writer quoted un-named reporters as his sources.

Therefore the article has *"`Zero`"* credibility.

Posted by Slimjr at 11:23 p.m. Oct. 3, 2013
Report Abuse

Detroit will finish ahead of the Hawks.. :(

The Nets will be the real deal.. :)

Straw alert! Straw alert! :(

Josh was so [selfish] and [immature] that Mr Ferry offered to resign the co-captain for 3 additional years before the trade
deadline this past season..... Hmmmmmmmm :(

That Braves series looks like it was [ova] before the 1st pitch was thrown...
Have we not seen this b4 many times? :(

Posted by Slimjr at 11:32 p.m. Oct. 3, 2013
Report Abuse

You wonder why coach Bud is stressing defense?

He's already seen the film....Now he's watching it up close and personal..

Hire a driver!

Posted by RodfromCollegePark at 11:35 p.m. Oct. 3, 2013
Report Abuse

"That Braves series looks like it was [ova] before the 1st pitch was thrown...
Have we not seen this b4 many times? :("
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They jinxed themselves by having Chipper Jones throw out the first pitch. Should have called Dave Justice. He is the only
reason we have one ring.

Posted by HBLWWClyde at 11:36 p.m. Oct. 3, 2013
Report Abuse

Atlanta Dream in the WNBA Finals!!! 

Hawks lose Falcons lose Braves lose but the Atlanta Dream just keep on winning. Shoutout to the ladies for representing
the city.

Posted by BuddyGrizzard at 11:41 p.m. Oct. 3, 2013
Report Abuse

"Since Marquis Teague plays behind Derrick Rose in Chicago, he will get a boost, but I doubt he makes the list."

Marquis Teague on the come up! KH will probably miss a lot of time this year as usual. Nate Robinson is gone so as the
third point guard he should see some minutes. This was one of the guys I liked in that draft and would still rather have than
Jenkins.

"With Antic and Ayon capable of playing center minutes..."

Antic hasn't shown me that he's worthy of third-string minutes at the NBA level. Ayon is a proven rotation NBA center.

Posted by Slimjr at 11:46 p.m. Oct. 3, 2013
Report Abuse

Al Horford demanding double teams due to his offensive skills would be a dream come true...

46 years later the dream continues for the Hawks partaking in the illustrious Eastern Conference Finals...

Posted by Slimjr at 11:52 p.m. Oct. 3, 2013
Report Abuse

David Justice told the rookie:

"kiss the dang ring"

Da Braves have been chopped Just Joe....... Sorry Bro.. There's something in the water down here perhaps?

Posted by KeyserSoze at 12:00 a.m. Oct. 4, 2013
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Report Abuse

I suppose I need to give a state of the Hawks posting.
My 47 win {give or take (+/-) G`dad arithmetic} notwithstanding ?

It seems to me our Hawks will be improved over last season.
Pros & Cons: 

Cons go 1st::
* Absence of Josh
* Absence of Zaza
* Absence of Devin Harris
* Ivan gone ?
* others are gone = good 

Josh - a great talent though polarizing.
It appears his overall production will easily be matched by Millsaps. 
{effect = neutralized}

Zaza - a fan favorite, injuries have depleted his effectiveness.
Z only played roughly 2/3 of the games last season and only played
about 1/2 of the minutes per game.
6 pts, 6 rebs; easily replaceable.Plus he shot less than 50% from the floor.
Intangibles - we will miss those ! 
{effect = negative} we will miss his toughness and his role as enforcer.

Dev Harris - Same as Zaza; played in roughly 2/3 of the games due to injury
and played about half the minutes per game.
9 pts @ 42% from the floor, ehhh. low 30`s from three pt, ehhh, injury prone.
Not very much defense from the guard spot ... he had to go.
{effect = positive}

Ivan - his leaving was no more a conundrum than his playing time
[or] the way he was used by LD.
A fan favorite though not necessarily rich with intangibles the way Zaza was.
He was rougher than 3 day old cornbread and we needed that.
But something was never quite right [internally] within the team / organization.
I / we will miss Ivan but I think his output will be supplanted by others. 
{effect = unknown}

bench / others - We hardly knew ye. 
{effect = positive}
____________________________________________________________________

Pros:
* Al, Jeff, Korv, JJ, MScott, & [ Lou should end up playing half the season like last yr ]
We should wish for at least the same or better.
{effect = Plus}

* Millsap - One man`s opinion, but I think his overall production will match Josh.
He will be shy in one or two areas but should surpass Josh in others.
{effect = plus}

Dennis Schroeder - I have been no less than effusive in my enthusiasm
for this young man. He more than makes up for DH. His on the ball defense
will be a key to our Hawks season. I predict all-rookie team.
{effect = plus}

Demarre Carroll - Again ... Defense.
I `m *hoping we have found a defensive [wing] stopper.
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No one can truly shut down LBJ and players of that ilk.
But we have forever needed one who could impede their expanse.
He will give us Zazaesque intangibles while playing full tilt.
{effect = plus}

Bench - Brand, Ayon - {effect = Better than Bad}
At least they are not Petro, DSteve [inj], or Tolliver;
and may we never again see Jannero Pargo in a Hawks uni.

others ?
____________________________________________________________________

Coaching:
The jury is out ?

I was not one who thought LD was horrible.
I thought he was somewhat innovative on offense.
Defensively, mediocre.
Being a leader - he dropped the ball, nay, he drop-kicked the ball.
{effect = unknown}

Coach Bud:
Bringing the SASpurs system is one thing.
Instituting their culture is another.
That`s where leadership comes up.
Just as it did with LD ... Coach Bud`s leadership ability will define him as a coach.
{effect = unknown}

Posted by Slimjr at 12:08 a.m. Oct. 4, 2013
Report Abuse

Get the brooms out cause this series is done. Stick a fork in the Chop- Chop..

1-9 with men in scoring position tonight..

They are who some of us thought they were....

Posted by 45cop at 12:14 a.m. Oct. 4, 2013
Report Abuse

" I know some won't agree with me, 
but rim protection is not just blocking shots. 
It's knocking people on their butts who come into the lane too often." 

Agreed also. The last time I saw Al do eith one was when he hurt TJ Ford. 

Well that's true. He hasn't been the same since....

Posted by 45cop at 12:27 a.m. Oct. 4, 2013
Report Abuse
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Regarding the Jeff Teague/Josh Smith stuff....who phucking cares? Why would you waste time arguing about this? What's
done is done. Josh may or may not flourish in a different atmosphere with different surrounding circumstances. 

Teague may or may not take the lead in the ATL. 

Only one thing do I consider certain - Teague has NO MORE EXCUSES. All the "alphas" are gone. Now we find out if he's got
a Chihuahua on the inside or a Rottweiler....

Posted by RamonReturns at 1:15 a.m. Oct. 4, 2013
Report Abuse

How will Millsap's production match Josh's when on this team he's a fourth or fifth option when the lineup is healthy (Al,
Teague, Lou, and/or Korver before Millsap)? I think guys are overselling what Millsap will be able to do, and who he really is
as a basketball player. 

While playing 30 mpg in 78 games, Millsap was the Jazz's number two option. However, Millsap only scored 20 points or
more 15 times. Millsap only recorded 5 or more assists 12 times. And he only recorded 12 or more rebounds in a single
game 6 times. These numbers are compared to Josh, who in two fewer games, had 5 or more assists 31 times, 12 or more
rebounds 16 times, and 20 or more points 27 times (by the way, the Hawks had a winning record when Josh scored 20 or
more in a game). 

Now, I know someone could argue that Josh had more assists and points because he had a higher usage rate. Millsap was
one of the main leaders (he and Jefferson) on a team that literally went no where. So why would a team that isn't a contender
not win more with Millsap as their leader, or not give him more touches for them to win more?

So we're asking a number 2 option on a lottery team to come take the place of a player who lead his team to the playoffs for
certain the last two seasons, arguably the last 3 or 4. Oh and by the way, we're going to get the guy who ranked 11th on that
team in minutes also, to come take on a starting role. 

However, while doing this, with an unproven coach, we're expecting to win relatively the same amount of games as last
season? 

Look at this roster for the 2013-2014 Atlanta Hawks, and honestly say you see an easy 98 points a game on that roster (last
year's mark at the 14th ranked in the league). Or say that you see the defensive stalwarts on the team to easily keep teams
from scoring 97 points per game (last year's 13th ranked average in the league). 

As I said, I believe the Hawks may be on the right TRACK. However, this is a tank team. Don't believe the media day hype
from the front office. This team will not be winning more than it loses. 

Posted by KeyserSoze at 1:59 a.m. Oct. 4, 2013
Report Abuse

Ramon;
Just in case any of your soliloquy was referring to my dissertation;
I do not listen to the media.
I form my own notions based on "nothing really".

I just look at who we had, then who we added and start figurin` stuff out.

I never said I would be accurate.

But you can be durn sure; I did not get any ideas from another source.
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Just made `em all up.

Yep !
And I`m just as likely to be right.
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